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The gist of it… 

• Create new future cash-flows or promises to pay 

• New cash flows 

• Cash flows not in market system 

• Cash flows must be tradable today 

• Standardisation / homogeneity 

• Scale 

• Contractual rigidity etc.  

• Discount 

• Buy and sell repeatedly (trading) resulting financial 
capital 

Financialisation:  creation of new future cash-flows to 
be traded today 



Overview 

• Tradable promise to pay 

• Similar - market equalises 

• Different – ‘a coat does not exchange for a coat’ 

• Social processes generating promises to pay 

• Similar - Homogenous abstraction 

• Different - Facticity 
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“the increasing role of financial motives, 
financial markets, financial actors, and 
financial institutions in the operation of the 
domestic and international economies.” – 
Epstein 2003 

• Need a theory which can: 
• abstract to some common essence  
AND  
account for the variety of forms observed  



In common? 

Generate future cash-flows 

Trade on financial markets 



Financial BS of individual 

Assets Liabilities 

Pension Student Loan 

Health Insurance Credit card loan 

Car insurance Car loan 

House insurance Mortgage 

Fin. Markets 



Market ‘equalises’ 
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Social Processes 
creating cash flows 

In thought 
Allows valid abstraction 
from social processes  to 
“abstract future cash-flows”. 
Inverts theoretical starting 
point. 

Equalises Tradable promises to pay 



Financialisation 

‘The wealth of those societies in which the capitalist mode of 
production prevails [and in which Financialisation has taken 
hold], presents itself as "an immense accumulation of [tradable 
future cash flows]," [1] its unit being a single [tradable future 
cash flow]. Our investigation must therefore begin with the 
analysis of a [tradable future cash flow].’  

KM Capital, volume 1 page 1, line 1 

 



Commoditising future cash flows 

• M (general) – C (particular) 

• Commodities (& commodity like things)  

• equalised by market but.. 

• need to be different to confront each other in the market (a 
coat doesn’t exchange for a coat) 

• If have a price can take on commodity form 

 

 

 
 

M - C Commodity exchange 

Mt+x
z
  - Ct

 Stuff now – cash later (promise to pay) 

Mt+x
z
  - Mt+y

W  Trade promises to pay 

Mt+x  - Ct+x 

Mt+x
z
  - index commodity form only 



• ‘liquidity is, among other things, an issue in 
the sociology of knowledge.’ (Carruthers and Stinchcombe) 

• To be traded repeatedly buyers and sellers need 
to be convinced that things traded are the 
same.  

• This “knowledge” is rooted in established 
practices – time place specific 

• E.g. Individual mortgages are not, but pools of 
mortgages with the same credit rating are. 
Relies on belief in model of co-variance 
amongst financial assets. 

 

 

 

Social processes to create Mt+x 



• Similar - ‘Homogenous Abstraction’ from 
particular events to a standardised version  
• cash flows – standardisation - indices 

• Separation between the standardised and the particular 

• Different  - ‘Facticity’ of standardisation – index 
must be believable 
• A social process that will vary in time and space 

 

• E.g. Derivatives, securitisations, privatisations 

 

 

 

Social processes to create Mt+x 



Symptoms… 
• clear separation of upfront vs. revenue 

•  against pay as you go 

• large 

• against small and local 

• strictly delineated activities  

• against synergies 

• against communal solutions 

• makes social and environmental into ‘externalities’ 

• Up-front calculations and contractual rigidity  

• against long term? 

• standardisation 

• against innovation 

• basis risks 

• Reduced volatility e.g pooling, covenants etc. 



Symptoms contd. 

• Backwash - the needs of financial markets come to dominate 
social processes generating cash-flows (promises to pay) and 
therefore the area of social activity. 

• E.g. infrastructure engineering solutions  

• that are: large / rigid / strictly delimited 

• not: small / adaptive / seeking synergies with other infrastructure 
/ maximising social and environmental benefits 

• dominate system of provision 

• E.g. UK housing 

 

 



The end - thanks 


